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Abstract

Introduction. We herein continue our series of works dedicated to current reappraisals on clinical assessment
instruments designated to evaluate functional deficits in the main neurologic/ neurosurgical conditions. The actual
one refers to the most frequently used such instruments in cerebral palsy.
Like we have previously asserted the”… WHO (World Health Organization – o. n.)’s modern kind of endeavor
matches with another contemporary advanced concept: of ‘Evidence-based Medicine’, an already renown
proceeding for correct and complete/ minute diagnosis and prognosis, and respectively, for consequent, specific
therapeutic-rehabilitative, social, occupational – if applicable – decision-making, and consequent appropriate
interventions.
Material and method. As in our previous works of this kind, we review the related essays towards systematization
through the WHO’s new paradigm to approach human functioning: International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF-DH) – as it is progressing towards implementation – based on an updated preliminary
literature review. This work has the approval (No. 6923/ 27.07.2020) of the Ethics Commission of the National
Teaching Centre for Neuro-psycho-motor Rehabilitation in Children “Dr. N. Robanescu”.
Results. This approach encompasses:
- a related systematic literature review Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
(PRISMA) based methodologically
- some synthetic considerations regarding the actual clinical-epidemiological status of cerebral palsy
- brief emphasizes on basic characteristics of the WHO’s ICF(-DH)
- an overview on the clinical assessment instruments used in cerebral palsy and their proposed framing within the
ICF(-DH).
Conclusions. General remarks and perspectives in the domain are made, acknowledging the necessity to
continuously keeping updated, making reappraisals and selecting to use in practice the most appropriate related
evaluation tools – considering both: their international recognition and acceptance and respectively, the specific
effective possibilities for their impelmentation.
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